
“It’s great to see that the collective vision of both 

the police and business in having one centralised

intelligence hub is really starting to connect crimes

which would have traditionally been viewed as

independent. The impact on organised crime is also

impressive and I am working with my wider law

enforcement colleagues to encourage other sectors

of the business community to join the NBCS. The old

adage of together we can crack it is really starting to be demonstrated.”

DCC Susannah Fish OBE
National Police Chiefs Council (NPCC) lead

for Business Crime Reduction,

Information Sharing and Private Security
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The NBCS has continued to obtain universal support for developing

one centralised hub for the collation, analysis and dissemination

of business crime data and intelligence. We have continued to

improve the quality of the data being shared, with over 40 national

businesses in membership. This has meant that our members are

better informed of potential threats to their business and has also

led us to take more focused action against criminals targeting

multiple businesses across various business sectors. We have

seen a significant increase in the number of arrests being made

following NBCS interventions and to the sentences being passed.

Catherine Bowen

Policy & Stakeholder Director

National Business Crime Solution (NBCS)

The National Body for Business Crime Data

“The police response to retail crime at high street level

is arguably more confusing than it has ever been.

With ongoing cuts to police budgets and

inconsistencies in what the police want reported

and how, police resource will become even more

of a precious commodity and retailers have a

responsibility to ensure the demands on police time

are proportional to the risk. Every opportunity we have

therefore to collate intelligence and ensure the correct response to habitual,

organised thieves must be taken. The collaborative work between the police,

retailers and the NBCS is critical to future success in this area.”

Colin Culleton
Group Loss Prevention Manager, Next Plc

• Interventions led to 43 arrests -
    up by 59% compared with same time last year

• Alerts led to 65 suspects being successfully
    identified – up by 41% compared with last year

• NBCS activity led to a 23 year prison sentence
    for a team costing member businesses

    over £80k

• Arrest of suspect wanted in connection
    with £85,000 jewellery robbery

• Apprehension of a team for shop theft
    of goods in excess of £21,000

• Male charged with 14 offences of theft/fraud
    totalling £12,000

• Recovery of goods worth £10,000 following
    arrest of known Organised Crime Group (OCG)

NBCS data Q1 2016

Since the start of the year we have raised 38 investigations.

These have involved 35 police force areas and provided support

to 36 businesses, alerting many more to take preventative action.

Just under half of the investigations raised involve multiple police

forces and over a third of these involve multiple member businesses.

Intelligence from ‘The Hub’
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Notable successes
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In the last quarter NBCS interventions led to the arrest of over 40 suspects. Increasingly we are seeing offenders who use the same MO

across various businesses with around 20% of all the investigations raised now targeting offenders who are hitting multiple business sectors.

Almost half of all investigations raised in the last quarter involve multiple police force areas. By coordinating intelligence from businesses

with the police we have been successful in taking action to disrupt the activity of travelling teams having a significant impact against

businesses and /or who are involved in other types of serious and organised crimes.

Significant sentence for ‘car jacking’ team

On 4th March three males were sentenced to 9, 4 and 7 years for a spate of thefts

from delivery vehicles. This team were responsible for 19 offences across 4 police

force areas with costs of over £80,000. The team had also been involved in ‘car

jacking’ four vehicles which they used to commit these offences. Two of the victims

were women, with one victim being with her children at the time of the offence.

The ability of the NBCS to collate all relevant details and feed this in ‘live time’ to

police helped ensure police action was taken and led to the arrest and subsequent

sentencing of those involved. 

Card distraction thefts from elderly

The NBCS recently helped coordinate police activity leading to the

arrest of a team involved in credit card distraction thefts from the

elderly, where the cards were then being used at other members’

stores to purchase high value products. In one incident a stolen card

had been used to obtain goods worth over £13,000. Having alerted

members to this activity we received a call from a member business

notifying us that one of the suspects was in-store attempting to

purchase £2,000 worth of stock.

The NBCS worked with the police to coordinate a response and an

offender was arrested. He was subsequently charged with 8 offences

of theft, fraud, conspiracy and false representation. He has been

remanded and is due to appear for sentencing on 15th April 2016.

Team target fashion and health and beauty

A member business alerted the NBCS of a prolific team

targeting fashion retailers. Following a search on the system

we became aware of several other businesses being

targeted. Having issued an alert and received further

reports from members, we have now collated 25 incidents

involving this team. Offences are across the North West

across to West Yorkshire and down to West Mercia –

involving 7 force areas in total and affecting 5 member

businesses. Two of the suspects were arrested but were

released on bail. The NBCS continued to collate offence

details whilst the offenders were on bail.

On 23rd March there was a further arrest following an

offence at a member store. Two of the three offenders are

now remanded in custody. NBCS intervention has also led to

the involvement of the North West Organised Crime Unit

who are looking to highlight the impact of organised retail

crime teams on UK plc.

Shoplifter arrested for grab and run 

Following a grab and run theft from a fashion retailer the NBCS

passed details of the vehicle used to the police. When the vehicle

was stopped it was found to have been stolen from a domestic

burglary and one of the occupants was wanted for an £85,000

jewellery robbery.



The West Midlands continues to be a major hotspot with a wide variety of offences against several

member businesses. Other large metropolitan areas, for example the Metropolitan Police and Greater

Manchester Police areas also remain very active. We have also noted an increase in offences across

the Yorkshire forces and also across the Police Scotland area. In a large number of investigations

we do however see offences that go over several police force areas across the country.

Hotspots

There has been a significant increase in hole in the roof

burglaries. This is affecting our grocery/convenience

members as cigarettes appear to be the main target.

So far we have collated 24 offences, affecting 9 businesses

over 16 police force areas. 

Emerging MOs
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Leading brands have already joined NBCS, which for an

annual membership fee of £5,000 facilitates businesses

sharing data to tackle cross border, serious and

organised crime. That’s less than £15 a day - equivalent

to 90 minutes of a security guard’s time or for a retailer

with 100 stores, less than the price of a typical takeaway

meal deal! So it really is a no brainer in terms of value

to your business. 

Contact 0333 136 3191 or

enquiries@nationalbusinesscrimesolution.com

Adding value to businesses

The majority of offences continue to involve the thefts of cash

and cigarettes. Alcohol also remains to be a highly targeted

product, with a recent increase in the theft of Grey Goose

vodka. We have seen an increase in the theft of fragrance

which was subject to an NBCS investigation and is linked to a

team involved in bulk fashion thefts. We have also seen an

increase in sunglasses, handbags and also high value branded

fashion wear. We saw a spike in electrical thefts, however,

this was due to one team targeting one member business.

There has also been an increase in the bulk purchase of gift

cards which are obtained via stolen credit cards. A significant

increase in Karcher pressure washers has also been noted.

Hot Products
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For information or to sign up please contact

0333 136 3191 or

enquiries@nationalbusinesscrimesolution.com

www.nationalbusinesscrimesolution.com

The NBCS has been working with DCC Fish as the national lead for

business crime and data sharing to draft a national information

sharing agreement which is exclusive to the NBCS. This will enable

the sharing of information between each of the forces across the

country and the NBCS. The NBCS is also re-drafting its information

sharing agreement to ensure that this will also mirror the

requirements set out in the national agreement and that members

of the NBCS are clear on what will/not be shared and how this data

will be processed. This was subject of a recent meeting with the

Information Commissioners Office who are supportive of the work

being undertaken and who are providing guidance to the NBCS as

this work is progressed. 

The NBCS has also been working closely with a number of member

businesses to ensure that improvements to the operating system

enable members to make best use of the information available and

to ensure that the NBCS continues to provide timely, relevant alerts

on emerging trends and threats to its member businesses. 

Data Sharing

The initiative we have been running with Kent Police has already

seen some significant successes with the arrest of several organised

retail crime teams that they were previously unaware of.

By combining information from business with that held by the police

we have also started to see links with other more serious types of

crime. This shows the value of working with information collated

from business in the fight against crime more broadly. We are also

working closely with the Metropolitan Police to see how we can

help coordinate some of the information being fed to Met Intel from

business to ensure a more coordinated response to these offences.

We have also had several meetings with Sussex Police regarding a

trial they are running with wardens who are using Facewatch to report

business crime directly to the police. A number of NBCS members

are keen to ensure that national businesses are consulted on local

initiatives seeking to address business crime and to ensure that any

information on travelling criminals can be shared with the NBCS. 

We have now also attracted support from the Home Office and have

been invited to represent the NBCS at the next National Retail Crime

Steering Group meeting in May.

Law Enforcement

With the continued support for a centralised data hub

for business crime, the role of the NBCS in helping

coordinate players from across industry has never been

more important. Further changes to policing brought

about by ongoing budget cuts means that the ability for

the NBCS to demonstrate the scale and impact of

increasing crime to businesses has never been more

crucial. By working with solution providers, local and

regional business crime partnerships as well as the

police forces across the UK we can maximise the

potential to pull together all the relevant information

so that the full nature and scale of the impact is understood.

The ability of the NBCS to coordinate intelligence and evidence

means that we can support the police to get linked offences through

force tasking therefore ensuring that the police respond to actionable

intelligence more effectively.  It also means that our members will be

better informed about potential threats to their businesses and can

use this to take targeted preventative measures. By working in

partnership we maximise the opportunities to combine linked

information and to ensure that appropriate action is taken.

Collaboration


